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ABSTRACT

The body of public administration literature is missing contributions from practitioners in the field. Emic or insider-led studies of public administration can act as powerful mechanisms to generate new knowledge. This article studies the relationship between place, perceptions and policy work by drawing on the author’s own public administration experience and interviews with civil servants. The results show that societal factors such as political culture and reduced anonymity associated with small place create challenges when developing public policy. However, expedited public engagement and problem identification were perceived by civil servants to be enhanced by a small context. This means that small place can be both limiting and beneficial for high levels of policy capacity. Overall, this article finds that geospatial factors such as smallness impact perceptions of policy work and capacity. Furthermore, this article finds that insider-led studies of public administration can indeed make important and unique contributions to the body of literature and are therefore deserving of more serious methodological consideration.

1. Introduction

In the Journal of Public Administration Studies, Said, et al. (2019) discussed how the challenges associated with the geographical conditions of the islands of Sumenep Regency, Indonesia resulted in the need for increased government capacity. Taking a “qualitative stance” when examining public administration processes and uncovering the “discursive and material elements” of public sector services is important for generating knowledge (Bjerje, et al., 2018, p. 51). Heeding the observation of Bjerje, et al. (2018), this article presents the results of a qualitative study of provincial government policy capacity in the Canadian province of Prince Edward Island (PEI).

There exists a small collection of work which has focused on the policy capacity of sub-national provincial jurisdictions in Canada (e.g., Rasmussen, 1999; Howlett, 2009; Inwood, et al., 2011; Bernier and Howlett, 2012; Bédard, 2015). Many of these studies use interviews and surveys with provincial public administrators and attempt to uncover perceptions of governmental policy capacity. To the best of my knowledge, no studies exist where a public administration practitioner has acted as a formal researcher and completed of study of policy capacity in their own place of work. This article fills this gap based on an analysis of interviews with civil servants. Furthermore, studies of policy capacity in small island jurisdictions are scarce.

Qualitative emic (insider) research in public administration can be a powerful mechanism to uncover tensions, successes and failures in day-to-day public administration practice. My background as a governmental policy analyst, manager and now a director in the Canadian province of Prince Edward Island provides me with a unique vantage point to study policy capacity in this province. I have been involved in
the development and evaluation of public policies and programs, the recruitment, hiring and training of policy staff and interdepartmental, multi-sectoral and federal-provincial-territorial policy initiatives. Unfortunately, practitioner-based experience such as this is often relegated (in research terms) as less-than rigorous, inferior to other “hard” forms of evidence, or considered as purely anecdotal. This is somewhat ironic, given the long-standing persistence of public administration academics to bridge the theory-practice divide, more meaningfully include practitioners in their research agendas, and complete research that has real-world implications for governments.

The study presented in this article, however, intentionally drew on my own experiences. The purpose of doing so was not to just simply identify research questions that would be useful to practitioners in the field, but to more seriously act as connective tissue to triangulate results, tie together findings and present recommendations in such a way that would make sense to practitioners.

Inside, insider or emic research is often constructivist-interpretive in nature given the researcher’s already existing familiarity with the research site (Morey & Luthans, 1985; Brannick & Coghlan, 2007; Galea, 2009, p. 4; Teusner, 2016, pp. 86–87). The terms phonemic (inside) and phonetic (outside) were introduced by anthropologist Kenneth Pike in the 1950s and have since been widely employed by researchers, to various degrees (Morey & Luthans, 1985, p. 29). There is often a position explicated through insider-research studies that practitioner-researchers’ knowledge of the context of the organization, and their status as an actor in the setting, is implicated in the construction of reality (Galea, 2009, p. 4; Morey & Luthans, 1985; Teusner, 2016, pp. 86–87). In addition to interviews with my colleagues, the study in this article was guided by my own experiences: These experiences led me towards important sources of information, shaped how I asked questions to uncover truths and led me to interpret and present findings in a way that is hopefully meaningful to both academics and public administrators.

2. Theory

2.1. Perceptions in public administration research

The study of perceptions in public administration finds its academic home in the broader field of narrative inquiry, which “in public administration … often focuses on the stories that people in public institutions tell about their work, illuminating diverse dimensions of public institutions and their administrative and policy problems” (Dodge et al., 2005, p.286). Studies have argued that understanding public administrators’ perceptions of various administrative phenomenon is important to improve service delivery by identifying points where administrators’ perceptions do not align with one another (Emery et al., 2008, pp.312–313), understand how or why new technologies implemented in government may succeed or fail (Christensen and Lægreid 2010, p.8), understand the value-related components of the policy process (Lahat, 2011, p.147) and identify areas where capacity development is needed (Wenene et al., 2015, p.174).

Furthermore, policy work is inherently a value-laden, interpretive and socially-constructive process. Through the development, implementation, and evaluation of public policy, people seek to understand and shape practices to govern societies and control political processes (Colebatch, et al., Eds., 2010, p. 29; Williams, 2010, p. 201). Qualitative approaches are therefore a good fit for research that seeks to understand policy workers’ lived experiences and perceptions. I argue that such approaches allow us to deepen and complicate existing knowledge of policy work in practice.

2.2. Prince Edward Island and sub-national island jurisdictions

Globally, there are over 100 territories that are classified as a sub-national island jurisdiction (SNIJ) (Baldacchino 2010, p.6). A considerable amount of literature exists on the cultural, developmental and economic reality of small island countries and SNIJs (e.g., Baldacchino & Stuart Ed.s, 2008; Baldacchino Ed., 2015; Baldacchino Ed., 2018). Yet, literature on governmental policy capacity in this type of jurisdiction is lacking. This means that not only is there a gap in knowledge about SNIJs, but also about the interplay between small size and policy capacity.

Furthermore, the positivist thrust to most policy capacity literature, and its focus on the analytical capacity and training of the individual civil servant, means that knowledge about policy capacity lacks theory-based studies of organizational and systemic factors and context. The academic focus on the analytical capacity and training of civil servants assumes that solely the number of highly trained policy workers who are engaged in analysis is an accurate assessment of policy capacity.

Prince Edward Island is Canada’s smallest province by population and size (approximately 157,000 residents). The size of the PEI civil service is approximately 2,100. In PEI, there is often a reduction in boundaries between government and citizens, in part because PEI is the most densely populated province in the country, but also because of long-standing expectations of citizens to have instant access to senior level decision-makers. Often, this results in a blurring of
private, public and political life. From a researcher’s perspective, a jurisdiction that is sub-national, small, relatively remote and an island makes an interesting case study for the exploration of policy work and policy capacity.

Sub-national policy capacity in Canada can be conceptualized as a distinct field of empirical study, and it recognizes that provincial governments such as PEI collectively provide almost two-thirds of all government services (McArthur, 2007, p. 238). As noted by researchers studying provincial governments in Canada, provincial policymaking covers many important aspects of social, economic and political life (Howlett, 2009, p. 51; Atkinson et al., 2013, p. 26; Sá and Hamlin, 2015, p. 469; Howlett and Wellstead, 2017, p. 88). Yet in some cases, sub-national governments lack adequate resources to develop successful public policies (Haddow et al., 2006, p. 327).

A small community of public administration researchers, political scientists and historians have made important historical and contemporary contributions to knowledge on public administration in PEI. Buker’s (2005, p. 130) analysis of the executive administration style of PEI’s public administration is often cited to show how “the executive [in PEI’s public administration] reflects a more seamless administrative relationship to its elites and citizenry than in other provinces, and, consequently, its style is far more determined by socio-cultural factors than by structural and institutional factors.” Buker (2005) calls this executive the non-competing single elite, summarized by Simpson (2007, p. 35) as, “a permanent cadre of partisan brokers whose influence generally outlives elections, but whose fortunes are tied to election outcomes.”

Austerity and a lack of policy training is argued to have negatively impacted the ability of government in PEI to develop effective public policy (McKenna, 2014; Conrad, 2018). The global economic crisis of 2008 was experienced by the Government of PEI in the face of a “languishing fiscal performance” (Conrad, 2018, p. 245). The economic crash placed additional pressures on PEI’s public service, which was already considered to be austere (Conrad, 2018, p. 270). Leading up to the crisis, government implemented cost-cutting measures and the elimination of management and administrative positions (Conrad, 2018, p. 255, 256). The combination of the former, according to Conrad (2018, p. 265), “had seriously eroded the ability of government staff to pursue strategic policy development.” At the same time, deputy ministers in PEI have been found to lack knowledge related to government processes, legislative processes and operational leadership which negatively impacts the ability to develop strategic public policy (McKenna, 2014, p. 82, pp. 94-95).

The study presented in this article is therefore set in a context of a SNIJ and existing academic discourses that have pointed to challenges with policy capacity in this jurisdiction.

3. Research Method

The analysis in this article relies on the qualitative data from a mixed-methods PhD study (Cameron, 2019). For the qualitative component of the study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with deputy ministers (DM) from across the Government of PEI (eleven total, 92 per cent) and interviews were completed with managers (M) and directors (D) at one department responsible for natural resources (twenty-one total, 95 per cent). To protect the privacy of individuals involved in the study, I have chosen not to disclose detailed demographic information about the respondents. The sample of interviewees included a range of genders, ages, educational backgrounds and work experiences. The sample was therefore inclusive of a diversity of perspectives on policy work and capacity in government. After receiving ethics approval from Ryerson University’s Research Ethics Board, interviews were completed in early 2018.

To ensure the credibility of the study, I fully described my basic assumptions and theoretical frameworks (Musson, 2004, p.35), maintained notes to record everyday assumptions and biases that emerged throughout the research process (Teusner, 2016, p.89, p.93; 2019) and was conscious of maintaining the study’s qualitative-interpretive theoretical drive (Morse, et al., 2006). I also linked and triangulated data from the qualitative and quantitative phases to develop findings (Hesse-Biber, 2010, p.109), which I shared with respondents to ensure the accuracy of my interpretations (Kaiser, 2009, p.1638). Furthermore, care was taken during interviews not to assume an explicit or overt normative position towards policy capacity or any other concept under study (Inwood et al., 2011, p.418). I ensured that my tacit knowledge of the Government of PEI did not impact the confirmability or dependability of my findings by probing interviewees to obtain clarity for those statements that were only familiar to me as an insider but may not otherwise be clear to an outsider (Teusner, 2016, p.91).

4. Results

4.1. Policy capacity

Policy capacity takes into consideration more than the analytical capacity of policy workers to complete research to support policy-relevant decision-making. In theory, to improve the effectiveness of public policy, strong policy capacity requires analytical, operational
and political capacities at the micro (individual), meso (organizational), and macro (systemic) levels (Wu et al., 2018). According to Wu, Ramesh and Howlett (2018, p.3) conceptualizing policy capacity this way is “sufficiently broad enough to encompass all aspects of policy capacity.” While each level is “governed by different considerations” (and can therefore be studied separately), similar skills and competences are often applied at all three levels (Wu et al., 2018, p.5).

Considering policy capacity at the systemic level requires “looking[ing] beyond” government (Wu et al., 2018, p.4). This does not mean that what has been called ‘within puts’—the effects on policy or the organization of policy that originate from within a bureaucracy—are not important. Rather, as described by Wu, Ramesh and Howlett (2015, 2018), systemic-level analysis of policy capacity recognizes that the policy environment and society “affects the ability of a government to exercise its political skills in the course of policy-making” (Wu et al., 2015, p.272). The policy environment includes factors that are often beyond the control of government, and consider the culture, values, epistemic communities and other organizations present in the setting (see Lah, 2017). To understand policy capacity in the Government of PEI therefore requires understanding the policy environment and the context of policymaking in this jurisdiction. Following this line of thinking, one questions the extent to which being a small SNII may affect government’s policy capacity and public administrators’ perceptions of the former. This article addresses this point based on the perceptions of practitioners in the Government of PEI.

4.2. Results: provincial government policy capacity in PEI

To contextualize the setting for a study of the Government of PEI’s policy capacity, participants were asked to describe if they thought that policymaking in PEI was in any way unique from other jurisdictions in Canada. Respondents drew on ecological, cultural, economic, and political features external to the Government of PEI. In other words, participants described the system or macro context in which government is creating public policy. As such, the relationship between place and perceptions of policy capacity and policy work matters. Based on participants’ responses to this question, six themes of response types were constructed: 1) the perceived uniqueness of PEI and its culture, 2) geography and environment 3) reduced anonymity of policymakers from the public, 4) reduced physical distance between policymakers and the public, 5) unique opportunities for policy capacity and 6) unique challenges.

4.3. Discourses of uniqueness and exceptionalism

The idea that culture in PEI is different from the rest of Canada was a theme in participants’ responses. Participants reiterated to me that, “I think we are unique” (D5), “PEI is unique” (M6), “PEI is a unique place” (M11), and “I…think we are probably very unique” (M13). PEI exceptionalism was most apparent when participants made comparisons of how they perceived the character of public policy in PEI to that in other provinces. Therefore, when it comes to policy workers’ perceptions of policy work in PEI, difference is a driving force behind exceptionalism. By way of making comparisons of PEI with other provinces, participants thus also shed light on how they understand policymaking in other jurisdictions. More specifically, participants believed that there is a uniqueness and exceptionality associated with culture in PEI. Cultural uniqueness was attributed to small size, small communities and unique attitudes towards political participation that increase the propensity of the public to become involved in policymaking. Participants also expressed cultural exceptionalism by alluding to an inherent “island way of life” (M11) in this jurisdiction, which is different from the rest of Canada.

The character of public policy in PEI is constructed in part by the ecological reality of being a small jurisdiction surrounded by water and the resulting effect this has on policymaking (as well as daily life). The fact that the province is surrounded by water prompted a director to comment that PEI, therefore, had unique policy challenges when it comes to transportation and the environment. The director told me that, “[Since PEI is] separated from the mainland by water, … there are … transportation [issues], and environmental issues that are different from some of the other provinces” (D5). Having only one major airport, one bridge and one ferry system to transport people to and from the island can further a feeling of being isolated and cut-off from the rest of the country. A director shed light on this idea when they said that “environmental issues … are different from other provinces” (D8). Particularly during stormy seasons, the environment can pose challenges for the supply of goods with the closure of transportation routes, as well as the migration of people to and from the province. This reality may not necessarily be experienced the same way in other jurisdictions. Furthermore, in terms of PEI’s ecological environment, due to being small in geographic size and surrounded by water, development was perceived to be inherently more limited than other jurisdictions. A deputy minister said to me, “We only have so much land, where we have so much water. There’s only so much we can develop” (DM28).
Studies of public administration in PEI have tangentially pointed to a lack of anonymity between policymakers and the public (see Srebnik 2004, pp. 334 – 335; Baldacchino, 2005, p. 36; Connor, 2008, pp.48-49). The assumption is that, when compared to larger mainland jurisdictions, small islands offer less or reduced anonymity between residents. “Everybody know[s] everybody else's business” (M6) a manager told me. Essentially, I was told that part of the reason why policy was different in PEI from other provinces was because of the lack of anonymity of PEI public servants. Referring to the social network in PEI, a deputy minister said, “We are pretty connected. And of course, people know who people are here in a way that they wouldn't know in a larger jurisdiction. Even if…contact was made [with a member of the public] in a larger jurisdiction, [public servants] wouldn't have any context on who the person is” (DM23). The lack of anonymity between policymakers and the public, for a director, meant that emotions often become involved in the policymaking process. This director said to me, “because with the emotional piece, because we're so close, it's not just like people can be angry and then they go away. You see [those impacted by public policy] and you're around them” (D8).

The lack of anonymity is likely compounded by the fact that, not unlike life in small towns located on the mainland, residents are regularly encounter one another outside of formal settings: at the grocery store, social events, and during other aspects of daily life. The reduced physical distance between policymakers and the public contributes to reducing the anonymity and autonomy between these policy actors. “Our politicians … definitely get people on their doorstep. There is much more influence from the general public I think in [PEI] than in a bigger centre” (D5).

4.4. Discourses of policy work benefits and constraints in a small place

Some participants in the study found that PEI’s culture and small scale, described above, as being directly beneficial in terms of policy effectiveness and innovation. A manager told me how they believed that “it's lower-cost [for government to]…roll out [policy]. It's not like…we're…dealing with millions of people. I think that works better for PEI” (M19). This manager went on to explain that, “[the Government of PEI is] able to get a lot of things done because we're so small. I know…[that] other jurisdictions [are] jealous of us because we have such a small population” (M19). As such, the small size of PEI (in terms of population and geography) contributes to a perception that policy capacity can sometimes be enhanced in this jurisdiction because the cost of policy implementation requires, relative to other jurisdictions, fewer resources.

Small size is a systemic factor that is perceived to contribute to policy innovation in PEI. Participants expressed this idea in terms of PEI’s ability to act as a case study to test out innovative policy ideas, as well as the Government of PEI’s ability to easily identify new solutions (see also Bucker, 2005, p.124). A director surmised that, “Because we are an island and we are a small province …we can actually be, the guinea pig!” (D4). Another director explained how they “think the solution is perhaps better found in a small jurisdiction than a large jurisdiction because … we possibly can make some inroads in stopping some things” (D8). Discovering innovative solutions and, as such, making “inroads in stopping some things” (i.e., problems) before they escalate, is perhaps facilitated in PEI by the lack of autonomy between policymakers and the public. A manager shared how they often know what “the word on the street” (M16) is because, “You’re going around, and you start hearing something [from clients] and you bring it back [to the Department] and say, ‘…I’ve been hearing this: I think … we have to keep our eyes on this” (M16). In this case, limited autonomy and the close relationships between policymakers and the public in PEI may result in more opportunities for collaboration and the identification of innovation solutions by drawing a policymaker’s attention to things which they may have not yet considered. This is an important factor to consider in future studies of policy capacity in small places.

In addition to participants sharing how policy opportunities are associated with smallness, there were also strong arguments pointing to unique challenges. Specifically, issues with making difficult policy decisions, difficulties in remaining objective, political influence and interference and problems associated with rapid change. Yet, as the results below show, in some cases, what is considered a challenge is, at the same time, considered an opportunity.

Participants communicated that smallness presents real challenges for policymaking, in terms of making difficult policy decisions. Participants shared that the reduced autonomy or physical distance between policymakers and the public in PEI meant that sometimes, in practice, there is a hesitancy to implement difficult changes because of the personal relationships that exist between government and the public. The idea that lack of anonymity and autonomy intersect and make difficult decisions more challenging to implement was reiterated by a manager who said, “You make a policy decision here [and then] you may be walking down the street [and] see the person whom you know the policy decision is affecting. And I think that's probably not seen in any other jurisdiction” (M13).

Furthermore, lack of anonymity is “not always positive” (DM23). Removing emotions from
policymaking can be challenging when public servants or politicians have to make difficult decisions, and they personally know the individuals who may be negatively impacted (see Cairney et al. 2016, where they discuss the interplay between emotions and evidence in policymaking). A deputy minister made the connection between lack of anonymity and emotions: “I don’t want to say [that it’s]…politics, but it’s the emotion. Because it’s so small, it’s easy for you to get focused on a particular situation” (DM25).

Being a small island was also associated with challenging public servants to remain objective throughout the policy process. A lack of anonymity and autonomy was perceived as “a definite challenge” (M13) because “it potentially influences your objectivity” (M13). Furthermore, as expressed by another manager, “I think there's probably more…public [and] political influence…on the island than you would get in most jurisdictions, given our size and how small...we are and [because] everybody knows everybody” (M18). For this manager, political influence was inherently a part of policymaking in PEI. This manager went on to state, “people are always trying to push [an agenda] and because we’re so small, it’s easy to do that, right?” (M18). This reality results in a situation where discourses promoting scientific and evidence-based forms of policy development are challenged in day-to-day public administration practice.

While participants pointed to examples of how they perceived system-level factors in PEI as supporting public engagement, they also noted that there can be challenges. A deputy minister pointed to the idea of how, in PEI, political interference and influence can intersect with limited autonomy during the public engagement process: “Because we are so small, and because so many people have access to politicians, then that often usurps the true and formal consultation process. I have seen where a planned-out consultation process was usurped where people went directly to a minister. There is such a small group who have influence over someone in policy” (DM21). This means that formal stakeholder engagement activities can be made obsolete when political interference and influence intersects with limited autonomy. The former statement from a deputy minister directs attention to the idea that limited autonomy between policymakers and the public—and the easy access the public has to politicians—while supporting forms of direct democracy, also poses challenges for truly inclusive and representative forms of stakeholder engagement.

The smallness of PEI, and the limited autonomy and anonymity between policymakers and the public, was also perceived to support the cultivation of a policy environment that was susceptible to rapid change (see also Baldacchino 2002, pp.356–357 for a discussion of rapid change in small island territories). The ease of access that the public has to policymakers, and particularly politicians, means that new ideas can quickly make their way into the public service. While the rapid introduction of new ideas may be important for innovation, it also can cultivate a policy environment in PEI’s public service that may feel unstable and sometimes chaotic. A manager alluded to this idea when they said, “On the negative side…it can change. Because…policymaking [in] PEI [means that] a good strong wind can change [things]” (M6).

Furthermore, while the character of public policy in PEI is associated with an ability for relationships between policymakers and the public to form quickly—which is important for strong policy capacity—these relationships are also susceptible to rapid change. When discussing the Government of PEI’s relationship with stakeholders, a deputy minister quipped, “You can also burn those bridges a lot faster, too. Your margins for error are very narrow.” Since the potential to “burn bridges” with stakeholders is perceived to be greater PEI, where there is reduced autonomy between policymakers and the public, rapid change is, therefore, both a benefit and challenge in small jurisdictions.

5. Discussion and conclusion

This article has looked at the interplay between a densely populated small place and the impact this has on civil servants’ perceptions of policy capacity. In doing so, it has brought forward a discussion of the interplay between public administration and society in PEI and also the utility of being both researcher and practitioner.

It is perhaps the close proximity of policymakers and the public that has the most profound impact on policy capacity and policy work in this province. Connor (2008) argued that,

“PEI was not able to develop an internal government structure beyond the personal. This meant that, rather than technical expertise, PEI bureaucrats and politicians gained proficiency at linking personal relationships to policy goals and vice versa. In PEI, ministers of the crown may get personally involved in issues in ways not practical or expected in any other province.” (pp. 48-49)

While policy capacity theory would reason that close and personal relationships may challenge the ability for evidence to trump values and emotions, smallness also presents an opportunity for increased policy capacity: Public engagement and participatory policymaking in PEI is enhanced by the close connection that government has to citizens. Government can understand problems early on and in some cases,
react more quickly. The potential benefits of small scale is therefore an element of policy capacity that needs to be considered for future studies of governmental policymaking abilities.

My interpretation of findings is conscious of the risk of conflating islandness and small scale, as each are often “intertwined in theory and practice” (Baldacchino and Veennadaal, 2018, p.340; see also Warrington and Milne, 2018, p.174). Participants indeed conflated smallness and islandness, so much so that the two were considered by civil servants to be one and the same. Therefore, this points to the finding that islandness is, as argued by Anckar (2006), an important factor for political scientists and policy scholars to include in their analysis when attempting to understand the institutional choices made by an organization in an island jurisdiction. The results also allow the present study to extend this argument, and posit that islandness—even if only perceived by civil servants to impact administrative culture—is an important factor to consider when attempting to understand policy capacity and policy work in island jurisdictions. Islandness, and the islandness of policy work, is more complicated than geographic small scale or size alone, because islandness takes into consideration the complexities of social construction, identity, culture, history, ecology, and sense of place. In the future, more research is needed to understand the impact islandness has on governmental policy capacity as opposed to small scale.

Culture in PEI has been shaped by such factors as an historically European demographic profile (Scottish, Irish, and English), politics, a tourism-focused pastoral identity (MacDonald, 2011), the historical legacy of a Catholic system of social order (MacDonald, 2003), and the province’s connection to land and water (MacDonald et al., 2016). The water surrounding PEI intensifies a sense of isolation among Islanders and a feeling that life is different on PEI when compared to the mainland (MacDonald et al., 2016, pp.22-23). Even with less farmers now than there were in the past, agriculture continues to occupy, in varying degrees, the cultural imagination of how Islanders view who they were in the past and present.

The results in this article build on these types of cultural discourses: In PEI, the lines between the public, politicians, and government are often blurred, resulting in a highly personal and personality-related culture towards governance (Buker, 2005, pp. 111-112). McKenna (2015, p.55) views the generally conservative and insular nature of PEI politics and culture as having a distinct impact on public policy in this jurisdiction. The smallness of PEI and propensity of residents to seek ways to be involved in the political process results in a situation where local interest groups, the media, and the general public can “shape public policy decisions” relatively easily (McKenna, 2015, p.53, p.55). The political and cultural environment within which civil servants in small places develop and implement public policy has an impact on the character of policy work and limits of policy capacity.

While the non-comparative approach of this study does not allow for empirical comparisons with other jurisdictions to be drawn, island studies scholarship on islandness (e.g., Gill, 1994; Hay, 2006; Vannini and Taggart, 2013; Bates et al., 2019), and the results presented here, supports the recommendation that researchers interested in policy capacity in other small island jurisdictions should consider how islandness, as constructed in the island jurisdiction under study, interacts with government’s ability to develop public policy. As noted by Bates et al. (2019: 172), “islandness [adds] nuance to the contours of human experience.” In the case of the present study, public administrators’ discussions of being an island jurisdiction discursively intersected with how they understood policy capacity: Participants perceived islandness to shape the way in which policy work was conducted, and also pose unique challenges and unique opportunities for policy capacity. In the future, governments in small SNJPs should be compared to see whether it is physical or conceptual smallness, islandness or both that is more impactful in shaping perceptions of policy work and capacity.

Finally, the result showing that the concept of policy capacity was not fully understood by practitioners means that there is a gap in theory and practice. Academic theories showing the importance of strong analytical, operational, and political factors at the individual, organizational and systemic level is not a way of thinking that is necessarily useful to practitioners. This does not mean that civil servants do not have an opinion of what factors may be required for effective public policy. Rather, this result points to the need for researchers to develop policy capacity models and frameworks inductively, beginning with developing concepts using the language and ideas accepted practitioners. Policy capacity frameworks built on experimental practitioner knowledge will help to develop a common epistemic community around policy capacity, which will then improve assessments of governmental policy capabilities, increase the likelihood of concepts being adopted in the field and ultimately improve the likelihood that public policies are effective. Gaining access to the experience-based knowledge of practitioners is significantly improved when the researcher is a member of the organization under study.
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